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when divided by x^, form an equation of the second degree

;

and a- evidently cannot be expressed, except by a new irra-

tional quantity. But if we were to suppose the root to be

k -j- jiu; -{- qx- + rx^, its square would rise to the sixth

power; and, consequently, though we should even de-

termine p, q, and r, so as to remove the second, third, and
fourth terras, there would still remain the fourth, the fifth,

and the sixth powers ; and, dividing by x\ we should again

have an equation of the second degree, which we could not

resolve without a radical sign. This seems to indicate that

we have really exhausted the subject oftransforming formulai

into squares: we may now, therefore, proceed to quantities

affected by the sign of the cube root.

CHAP. X.

Ofthe Method qfrendering rational the irrational Formula
V(« 4- bx + ex"- -h dx^).

147. It is here required to find such values of ar, that the

formula a -\- hx -\- cx^ + dx^ may become a cube, and that

we may be able to extract its cube root. We see im-
mediately that no such solution could be expected, if the

formula exceeded the third degree; and we shall add, that

if it were only of the second degree, that is to say, if the

term dx^ disappeared, the solution would not be easier.

With regard to the case in which the last two terms dis-

appear, and in which it would be required to reduce the

formula a + bx to a cube, it is evidently attended with no
difficulty ; for we have only to make a -\- bx = p^, to find

p^— a
at once x = —^

—

-.

b

148. Before we proceed farther on this subject, we must
again remark, that when neither the first nor the last term
is a cube, we must not think of resolving the formula,
unless we already know a case in which it becomes a cube,
whether that case readily occurs, or whether we are obliged

to find it out by trial.

So that we have three kinds of formulae to consider.

One is, when the first term is a cube; and as then the

formula is expressed by J"^ -h bx -+ ex" -t- dx^, we imnie-
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diately perceive the known case to be tliat of x = 0. The
second class comprehends the fortniila a -+- bx + cx"^ + g-^x-';

that is to say, the case in whicli the last term is a cube.
The third class is composed of the two former, and com-
prehends the cases in which both the first term and the last

are cubes.

149. Case 1. Lety^ + bx + cx^ + dx"' be the proposed
formula, which is to be transformed into a cube.

Suppose its root to bey+ px ; and, consequently, that

the formula itself is equal to the cube

/3 + Sppx + Sfp"-x"- + p^x^ ;

as the first terras disappear of themselves, Ave shall de-

termine /;, so as to make the second terms also disa})pear

;

namely, by making b = Q/'-p, or p = ^, ; then the remain-
4/'

ing terms being divided by x\ give c h- dx = Qfp^^
+ p^x

;

c-Sfp^
or X = —~-T-

p^ — d

If the last term, (7a"\ had not been in the formula, we
might have simply supposed the cube root to be J', and
should have then hady * =y^' -*- ^'^ "*" ^^'-i oi' b + ex =r 0,

and X — ; but this value would not have served to
c

find others.

150. Case 2. If, in the second place, the proposed

expression has this form, a -^ bx -{- ex" + g^x^, we may
represent its cube root by p + gx, the cube of which is

pi + ^p'^gx + Sgp~x- -f g^x^ ; so that the last terms destroy

each other. Let us now determine p, so that the last terras

but one may likewise disappear : which will be done by

e
supposing c — Sg'P, ov p = ^r—„, and the other terms will

then give' a + bx = p^ + Sgp~x ; whence we find

_ a—p^

^ ~QgP'-t>'

If the first term, a, had been wanting, we should have

contented ourselves with expressing the cube root by gx,

and should have had

nr3^3 — ^^. ^ ^j;-' ^ g\v\ OY b -\- eX = 0,
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whence .%' r: - — ; l)iit this is oC no use for finding other

values.

151. Case 3. Lastly, let the fomuila be

in which the first and the last terms are both cubes. It is

evident that we may consider this as belonging to either of

the two preceding cases; and, consequently, that we may
obtain two values of x.

But beside this, we may also represent the root ^^yj-^gx,

and then make the formula equal to the cube

and likewise, as the first and last terms destroy each other,

the others being divisible by x, we arrive at the equation

h 4- ex = ^J'^g
-+- S/to'-^j which gives

152. On the contrary, when the given formula belongs

not to any of the above three cases, we have no other re-

source than to try to find such a value for x as will change

it into a cube; then, having found such a value, for ex-

ample, X = h, so that a -+- hh -t- cA- -t- dh^ = k^, we sup-

pose X =. h -h y, and find, by substitution,

a

hh + bij

ch- + 9,c}iy 4- c?/2

dlv" + Mhhj 4- Mhy' + dy^

Jci + (6 -f 2c/t + Qcnr)y h [c + 'Sdh)y' 4- di/.

This new formula belonging to the first case, we know-

how to determine y, and therefore shall find a new value of

Xy which may then be employed for finding othei- values.

153. Let us endeavour to illustrate this method by some
examples.

Suppose it were required to transform into a cube the

formula 1 -h x -t- x"-, which belongs to the first case. AVe
might at once make the cube root 1, and should find

X -H X- = 0, that is, .r(l -^ x) = 0, and, consequently, cither

^ =, 0, or X = — 1 ; but from this we can draw no con-

clusion. Let us therefore represent the cube root by
I -i- px; and as its cube is 1 + Qpx -+- 3p-x'- + p'Kv'-^, we
shall have 3/> — 1, or p =: ^; by which means the other
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terms, being divided by x-, give 3^^ -j- p^x = 1, or

\ ^w: 2.

X z=. ^— . Now, ^ r: ^, so that x :=:^ = 18, and our
P iT

formula becomes 1 + 18 + 324 = 343, and the cube root

1 + px = 7. If now we proceed, by making »r = 18 + «/,

our formula will assume the form 343 -\- oly + j/', and by
the first rule we must suppose its cube root to be 7 + i'j/

;

comparing it then with the cube

343 + 147/??/ + '^'^fy''- + 'p^y\

it is evident we must make 147/) = 37, or p = -^y ; the

other terms give the equation 21p' + p*?/ = 1, whence we
obtain the value of

\-9Xf _ 147 X (147--21 X 37=)
I + 9 5 S O

which may lead, in the same manner, to new values.

154. Let it now be required to make the formula 2 -f x^

equal to a cube. Here, as we easily get the case :r = 5, we
shall immediately make x = 5 -jr y, and shall have

27 + lOy + y"^
; supposing now its cube root to be 3 + py,

so that the formula itselfmay be 27 + 27pj/ -+- 9p y'^ + P'^y^,

we shall have to make 27p = 10, or p = i^; therefore

1 =z Qp^ 4- p^y, and

1—9// 27 X (27^-9x10^) ^ ,
7/ £_ i L 4617 anA
y - ^, - 1000

"'^""0^' •"""

a- = To-oV' therefore our formula becomes 2 + ^''"-—^^||||,
the cube root of which must be 3 + py = 4o|.

155. Let us also see whether the formula, 1 + x\ can

become a cube in any other cases beside the evident ones of

X = 0, and x =— 1. We may here remark first, that

though this formula belongs to the third class, yet the root

1 + j; is of no use to us, because its cube, 1 + 3^ + Sx"^ + x^,

being equal to the formula, gives Sx + 3a:'^=0, or'3^(l }-x)=Of
that is, again, a: — 0, or <r = — 1.

If we made ;r =— 1 + y, we should have to transform

into a cube the formula Sy — 2>y'^ + 3/^, which belongs to

the second case; so that, supposing its cube root to be

p -\- y, or the formula itself equal to the cube
p^ + Sp"y + Qpiy' + y^, we should have 3/j = — 3, or

p —— 1, and thence the equation 3j/= p"' + 3/?"j/= —1 +3j/,
which gives y — -^, or infinity •, so that we obtain nothing

more from this second supposition. In fact, it is in vain to

seek for other values of x ; for it may be demonstrated,

that the sum of two cubes, as t^ + x"\ can never become
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a cube*; so that, by making ^ = 1, it follows that the

formula, a^ + 1, can never become a cube, except in the

cases already mentioned.

156. In the same manner, we shall find that the formula,

a;3 _j_ 2, can only become a cube in the case of a; = — 1.

This formula belongs to the second case ; but the rule there

o-iven cannot be applied to it, because the middle terms are

wanting. It is by supposing a; = — 1 -f 2/» which gives

1 _j_ 3^ _ 3^/2 _|_ ^3^ |.|^g^j. ^i^g formula may be managed ac-

cording to all the three cases, and that the truth of what we
have advanced may be demonstrated. If, in the first case,

we make the root =z1-\-j/, whose cube is l^-3j/— 3j/--[-7/2,

we have — 3?/- — St/-, which can only be true when i/ = 0:

and if, according to the second case, the root be — 1 + ?/>

or the formula equal to — 1 + 3j/ — 3j/" + y^, we have

1 + 3^ = — 1 -1- 3j/, and t/ = ~, or an infinite value;

lastly, the third case requires us to suppose the root to be

1 -j. ^^ which has already been done for the first case.

157. Let the formula 3x^ + 3 be also required to be

transformed into a cube. This may be done, in the first

place, if a: = — 1, but from that we can conclude nothing:

then also, when a; — 2 ; and if, in this second case, we sup-

pose a; = 2 + y, we shall have the formula 27 -f 36y +
18z/- + 3?/^ ; and as this belongs to the first case, we shall

represent its root by 3 + pi/, the cube of which is

27 + ^Ipy + ^p^y'^ -\- p^y^ ; then, by comparison, we find

27/? = 36, or /? = 4- ; and thence results the equation

18 + 3?/ == 9/?' + p^U =^ 16 + If,?/,

_54 20
which gives y = —r^,, and, consequently, x = ——: there-

fore our formula 3 -{- Qx^ = - ^-ly, and its cube root

3 -f p?/ = -^i ; which solution would furnish new values, if

we chose to proceed.

158. Let us also consider the formula 4 + a:", which be-

comes a cube in two cases that may be considered as known

;

namely, x = 2, and x = 11. If now we first make x=^-\-y,

the formula 8 -}- 4<y -\- y" will be required to become a cube,

having for its root 2 + ^y, and this cubed being 8 -\- 4y -{-

\y^ + 2^VJ/^ w^ fii^d 1 =:
I-
4- -^y ; therefore ?/ = 9, and

^ = 11; which is the second given case.

If we here suppose x = 1 1 -]- ?/, we shall have

125 4- 22?/ -\-y~, which, being made equal to the cube of

5 -|-/w/, or to 125 + 75/??/ 4- 15/;'j/- + //j/^, gives p — ^i,

* See Article 2t7 of this Pmt.
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and tiicncc ]5/y -\- ])^\y = 1, or p^j/ =: 1 — \5p" rz — 4-|4

;

consequently, y ~ - '-A>%% and .r =: - t^^V-
And since .i- may either be negative or positive, x^ being

found alone in the given formula, let us suppose

X = ^ , and our torniuia will become -q v„» which
1-7/ (1-^)-

must be a cube ; let us therefore multiply both terms by
1 — y, in order that the denominator may become a cube

;

J ,. .,, . S—Sy+S7f-Sy^
, , „ 1and this will give 1"~"^\3 ' ^ '^^^ "'*^ shall only

have the numerator 8 — 87/ + 8?/'^ — 83/^, or if we divide by
8, only the formula 1 — y + y^ — ^^, to transform into a

cube ; which formula belongs to all the three cases. Let us,

according to the first, take for the root 1 — -^y '-, the cube of
which is 1 — y -j- ^-'/^ — ztI/^ '•> ^° ^'^^^ ^^^ have 1 — z/ =
4- — ^y?/, or 27 — 27?/ = 9 —y; therefore 3/ = -j\ ; also,

i -\- y ~ ^|-, and 1 — y = -/^ ; whence x — 11, as before.

We should have exactly the same result, if we con-

sidered the formula as coming under the second case.

Lastly, if we apply tlie third, and take 1 — j/ for the root,

the cube of which is 1 — 2y -\- 3j/' — y"\ we shall have
— 1 -\- y =: — 3 + 3y, and ?/ r= 1 ; so that^ = i, or in-

finity ; and, consequently, a result which is of no use.

159. But since we already know the two cases, x zz 2, and

2 + 11//
X z=. 11, we may also make .r — -^ ; for, by these

means, if ?/ n 0, we have j" = 2 ; and if ?/ <= oc, or infinity,

we have .r :— IL
2-flly

Therefore, let x = —:. ^, and our formula becomes
1

—

y
4-!-44vH-12W- 8+5%-hl25// ,, ^ .

, , ,

4 + , ^——-, or - ,/ ,0 • Multiply both

terms by 1 + y, in order that the denominator may be-

come a cube, and we shall only have the numerator
8 + QOy + 177^"' + 125^^ to transform into a cube. And
if, for this purpose, we suppose the root to be 2 + 5^, we
shall not only have the first terms disappear, ])ut also the

last. We may, therefore, refer our formula to the second

case, taking p + 5ij for the root, the cube of which is

// + 15p"i/ -\-15py^ + 125^^; so that we must make
15p = 177, or p = 11 ; and there will result 8 + 60j/ =
jP -H 15py, or - V\V^ = ^^h and^ - T^e^Vy' ''^'^^"^^

we mischt obtain a value of x.
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2+ lh/
But we may also suppose a: — —z ; and, in this case,

our formula becomes
4+ 44?/+ 121?/^- _ 8+ 36^ i- 1 25y

so that multiplying both terms by 1 — ?/, we have 8+ 28y +
89?/" — 125?/^ to transform into a cube. If we therefore

suppose, according to the first case, the root to be 2 + ^y,
the cube of which is 8 -|- 28t/ + "^-y" + ^-^^'if^ we have

89 - 125?/ - V + W-^' or H-f'J/ - 't^ ' ''"^» conse-

quently, j/ =: yy^T — z^ ' whcucc we gct ar = 11 ; that is,

one of the values already known.
But let us rather consider our formula with reference to the

third case, and suppose its root to be 2 — Sy ; the cube of

this binomial being 8 — 60j/ + 150//^ — \2bif\ we shall

have 28 + 89y = - GO + 150j/; therefore j/ =^ ||, whence
we get 0- ==: — '|^° ; so that our formula becomes ' 'y4|-' ^>

or the cube of S"-*^.

160. The foregoing are the methods which we at present

know, for reducing such formulae as we have considered,

either to squares, or to cubes, provided the higliest power of

the unknown quantity does not exceed the fourth power in

the former case, nor the third in t!ie latter.

We might also add the problem lor transforming a given

formulainto a biquadrate, in the case of the unknown quantity

not exceeding the second degree. But it will be perceived,

that, if such a formula as « -j- ^o: -f- cx^ were proposed to be
transformed into a biquadrate, it must in the first place be

a square ; after which it will only remain to transform the

root of that square into a new square, by the rules w hich we
have given.

If X- + 7, for example, is to be made a biquadrate, we
first make it a square, by supposing

1f-q-
^ q"—l]r" —

, or a-
— •

'^pq ' ^pq
'

the formula then becomes equal to the square

9*-14(7y+49/^^ <7^ + 14^>M-49/;*

the root of which -- '
^
- must likewise be transformed into

^pq
a square ; for this purpose, let us multiply the two terms by

9,pq, in order that the denominator becoming a square, we
may have only to consider the numerator 2pq{lp'' + q).
Now, we cannot make a square of this formula, without

c c
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having pi-eviously found a satisfactory case; so that sup-

posing q — pz, we must have the formula

^P'z{7p' + p-V) = 2p%l + Z-),

and, consequently, if we divide byjA the formula 2s (7 -p 2'^)

must become a square. The known case is here 2 — 1, for

wiiich reason we shall make 2; = 1 + ?/, and we shall thus

have

(2 + 2y) X (8 + 2^ + 7/) = 16 + SOz/ + 6/ +2j/\

the root of wluch we shall suppose to be 4 + 43/ ; then its

square will be 16 -\- 20j/ -j- yj/", which, being made equal

to the formula, gives 6 \- 2y r= y ; therefore
J/
= |, and

~ = |- : also, z = — ; so that q = Q, and p = 8, which

makes x = 4|.|-, and the formula 7 + .r' = VoVA'- ^^ ^e
now extract the square root of this fraction, we find vJt'
and taking the square root of this also, we find ^4; con-

sequently, the given formula is the biquadrate of fl.

161. Before we conclude this chapter, we must observe,

that there are some formula?, which may be transformed into

cubes in a general manner; for example, if ex- must be a

cube, we have only to make its root := px, and we find

c
cx' = p"x"\ or c = p^Xy that is, x = -rr , or x = cq"% if we

wri^te — instead of «.

7
The reason of this evidently is, that the formula contains

a square, on which account, all such formulae, as a{b + cx)-,

or ab"^ + 2ahcx + ac'Ki-, may very easily be transformed

into cubes. In fact, if we suppose its cube root to be

i>-{-cx (b + cxY
, we shall have the equation n{b + cjc)" = :;—

,

q
^ ^

q-

u "4" CJC
which, divided by {h -f- cx)\ gives a — —, whence we

get ^r =z ~
, a value in which q is arbitrary.

This shews how useful it is to resolve the given formulse

into their factors, whenever it is possible : on this subject,

therefore, we think it will be proper to dwell at some length

in the following chapter.


